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Abstract
The research reported in this paper explored the feasibility of embedding multiple design structures into design definitions with a view of sharing design definitions across product life cycles. Two separate case studies using (a) lattice theory and (b) a qualitative data analysis (QDA) software tool were used to illustrate the benefits of embedding. In the first case study, of a robotic arm assembly, lattices in the form of partially ordered sets are used to embed multiple design structures into a given design definition. A software prototype has been built that allows a design bill of materials (BoM) to be extracted from a STEP AP214 file and translated into a lattice that is visualized as a Hasse diagram. This lattice is a sub-lattice of a complete lattice that includes all possible BoM structures for the given collection of component parts in the assembly. New BoM design structures can be defined by selecting the required nodes in the complete lattice and alternative product definitions are then exported as new STEP files. The second case study introduces a collision avoidance robot with associated design structures. It is used to illustrate management of design information using a current technique, design structure matrix (DSM), and compared with how embedding using QDA has the potential to support the establishment of relationships between design structures. Results from these case studies demonstrate that it is feasible to use lattice theory as an underlying formalism and QDA as a means for sharing design definitions.
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1 Introduction

The process of designing using commercial engineering design tools results in multiple design definitions that are shared within product development teams and across supply networks (Gero 1990). Design definitions include shape models, product documentation, and design structures such as bills of materials (BoMs), assembly mating structures, and function structures. In particular, a number of different types of BoMs may be used (Kashkoush and ElMaraghy 2013a) such as those for engineering, manufacturing, packaging, shipping, and servicing. The management of BoMs is
crucial to ensure consistent interpretation of product definitions across different organizational departments and across organizations within a supply network, and to maintain interoperability among different engineering systems (Demoly et al. 2013). Current approaches to managing and integrating engineering information, such as that present in separate BoMs, involve using product life cycle management tools that process product-related meta-data (Srinivasan 2011) to enable the coordinated sharing of digital design definitions. Such approaches have included architecting systems using design structure matrices in conjunction with lattices (Engel 2013, 2015) where sensitivity analysis was combined with lattice graphs to create robust system architectures. This involved the use of architecture option (AO) theory for designing systems with life cycle adaptability and indicates that lattice descriptions may be useful and relevant in product data integration. However, despite having a logical, core architecture that defines these meta-models, the heterogeneity of information resources within an organization presents a significant barrier to the use of meta-models for the efficient management of product data (Yoo and Kim 2002).

The success of engineering firms in global markets depends on their ability to design new products that fulfil evolving customer needs within tight constraints of cost and time. Often, this involves modifying existing designs to include new functionalities and forms. A common difficulty here is that of interpreting the previous designer’s thought processes underlaying the design definition that is available for reuse (Chandrasegaran et al. 2013). Other challenges include managing multiple digital definitions of the same product that have emerged from different departments within the firm (McKay et al. 2015) and the need for engineers to have sufficient knowledge about existing designs to specify search criteria (Vollrath 1998). In addition, the management of engineering design changes has economic consequences for organizations (Kidd and Thompson 2000). Even when an entirely new design is created, it is useful from an organizational perspective to create design definitions that can be reused in the future.

Both situations, reusing existing designs and creating new ones, and the need to support downstream processes such as manufacturing, call for engineers to use design structures within their design definitions (McKay et al. 2015). Examples of design structures include function structures, design grammars, and BoMs. While design structures have been successfully used in existing product development systems, they are usually integral parts of different digital definitions of the same product. This results in a need for careful management of design data and the risks of additional design iterations, which increases product development time and associated costs. The need for design issues in different industrial contexts to be described in a common language calls for interlinked product definitions using design informatics (McMahon 2015). Kim (2006) proposed an assembly design (AsD) ontology for sharing product definitions wherein engineering, spatial, assembly, and joining relations could be easily represented using an assembly relation model that enabled collaborative product development. While it has been argued that concurrent product development processes and integrated product development teams can enhance new product development systems (Ahmad et al. 2013), the optimization of project management practices alone cannot fully overcome technical data management issues. Indeed, as designers spend 14% of their time seeking information (Robinson 2010), readily accessible embedded information of this nature would save substantial time. Within the aerospace sector, for instance, companies develop gas turbine engines within product families—such as Rolls-Royce’s Trent range—making incremental changes to a standardized general structure, thereby managing the inherent complexities and sharing best practice (Kerley et al. 2011). Thus, the embedding of functional information into engine designs would substantially increase the efficiency with which subsequent designs could be developed. Furthermore, aeroengine manufacturers have recently changed business models, moving from providing a product to providing a service, through long-term maintenance contracts such as Rolls-Royce’s “power-by-the-hour” agreements (Neely 2008). Thus, the capability to embed component costs and in-service performance data into designs would increase efficiency and confer a major competitive advantage.

In this paper, we report a new approach to integrating and managing design information that preserves the heterogeneity of different design definitions while allowing necessary relationships to be defined between them. The relationships are defined using embedding, where one instance of a mathematical structure is contained within another (Stiny 2008), and implemented using lattice theory and qualitative data analysis tools. Embedding is used to relate different design structures to one or more design definitions. We used two separate case studies in this research to illustrate embedding in distinct engineering problem scenarios. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the case studies while Table 1 lists which design structures are embedded in which design definitions for these case studies.

The paper is structured to convey results from two ways of implementing embedding. The first used a software prototype that enables embedding of BoMs into design definitions using lattice structures. The lattices generated by the software contain the individual parts and sub-assemblies as nodes of the lattices. A user is able to create a new BoM by selecting the required nodes and tracing through the lattice to arrive at the final assembly definition of the product. A case study of a robotic arm, which was discussed in an earlier conference article with preliminary results (Behera et al. 2017), is used to illustrate technical requirements,
user perspectives, and implementation requirements for embedding.

In the second approach, the use of a qualitative data analysis tool in implementing embedding is reported. A second case study is introduced with associated design structures, preliminary results of which were reported earlier as a conference article (Behera et al. 2016). The second case study is used to compare and contrast a current technique available to manage design information and implement design changes. The case study concerns the transformation of a robot designed for collision avoidance into one that can follow a marked loop path. Experiments were carried out with annotation of lightweight models and the use of NVivo10 (QSR 2014), a qualitative data analysis commercial software tool, to embed multiple design structures within one or more design definitions. Advantages and disadvantages of this approach were compared to those of a current technique for managing design changes using design structure matrices (DSM). In presenting the results, we aim to (a) help understand how different design structures can be related to each other and the overall product, and (b) differentiate between how design reuse requirements are met by conventional design change management strategies and by embedding. Thus, the paper extends the work discussed in the previous conference articles by not just providing enhanced tools that have been rigorously tested but also by synergizing the results from the two techniques for embedding and contrasting them with the current engineering approaches.

2 Literature review

In this section, three areas of background literature are reviewed. First, a review of literature on design structures is provided as these are the artefacts that get embedded. Next, a summary of design data management techniques and their implementation is provided as this work relates to the integration and management of design structures across engineering life cycles. Finally, prior work on the underlying theory of embedding that is used for the integration is discussed.

2.1 Design structures

Engineering design processes lead to the definition of physical artefacts and associated services and processes. The focus of this paper is on the designed artefact. The core definition of such artefacts includes shape and
material information. Design structures are used to support the use of design definitions in manufacturing and life cycle processes. For example, a bill of materials is a design structure well suited for purchasing and procurement activities, whereas a function structure is better suited for use in functional analyses. Design structures are artificial devices that enable transformation of artefacts to carry functional and physical information in a structured manner (McKay et al. 2015).

Design requirements determine the functionality of the product. The function represents the transformation of inputs to outputs based on the flow of energy, materials, and signals that fulfil the design requirements (Pahl and Beitz 2013). Furthermore, the function of a product can be divided into sub-functions, which are less complex than the overall function. This breakdown helps in the search for solutions to design requirements and enables a clear definition of sub-systems required or present in the design. However, what constitutes a function presents a problem for designers and, for this reason, is not straightforward to describe (Eckert 2013). Vermaas (2013) discussed the ambiguity of the different functional descriptions of a product and provided responses to the coexistence of different meanings of function.

A BoM defines the product structure as a decomposition of a whole into its parts, and this has many applications. For example, Plossl et al. (1994) used it in the context of material requirements planning (MRP). McKay et al. (2004) developed a grid-enabled product data viewer that illustrates this decomposition within a software prototype. In a more recent work, Kashkoush et al. (2013b) have used tree reconciliation, a method from biological sciences, to match BoMs and thereby cluster product variants into families. A BoM can be represented as a hierarchical graph structure, where the arcs indicate the relationship (connections in the graph) from the whole to its individual parts (nodes of the graph), as outlined in the systematic definition for design structures given by McKay et al. (2015). Extending this idea, different design structures can be identified in engineering information and classified into three types, as illustrated in Table 2.

### 2.2 State of the art: approaches to the management of design information

This section discusses current approaches and evolving paradigms for the management of design information. First, the state of the art in product data management (PDM) and product life cycle management (PLM) systems is reviewed. Next, the use of design structure matrices as a design tool is discussed. Finally, recent work on annotation of designs is covered.

#### 2.2.1 Product data/life cycle management

PDM and PLM system solutions support the management of design information through workflow processes, typically in the form of design objects such as files (Stark 2015). Anticipated benefits of integration across design objects themselves, and advances in design analysis, simulation, and optimisation technologies and systems, have led to simulation-driven (Sandberg et al. 2013) and model-based engineering (Cloutier et al. 2015) solutions. Table 3 lists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Type of design structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of engineering information</td>
<td>Functional Composition Connection Physical Composition Connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual with significant embedded structure</td>
<td>Functional context diagram Function structure 1D, 2D and 3D BoMs MCAD models ECAD models LabView simulation module Finite element models Assembly mating conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual with limited embedded structure</td>
<td>Functional architecture diagram Part/assembly/product functionality sketches Morphological chart Part/assembly/product functionality sketches Morphological chart Diagrams in manuals Photographs Digital presentations Diagrams in manuals Photographs Digital presentations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Requirements specification Design brief Design brief Material specification Fastener selection criteria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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some of the commonly adopted PLM tools in industry and their key features.

Architecturally, such solutions involve tight integration of processes and tools around a single design definition (Srinivasan 2011). The feasibility of establishing the digital design definitions needed for full implementation is, however, questionable, especially when associated business risks such as reliability and affordability are considered. A key challenge in establishing such models lies in supporting the multiple viewpoints needed throughout a product’s life. In parallel with the development of data exchange standards, such as IGES and STEP, numerous researchers have proposed underlying meta-models for different aspects of these digital design definitions (Srinivasan 2011). Common problems with the adoption of such models include their inflexibility in accommodating changing information requirements and in supporting multiple, sometimes conflicting, viewpoints of different types of user.

Stouffs (2008) proposed a semi-constructive algebraic formalism called “sorts” to construct design representations that can handle emergent information. This formalism allows for matching representational structures and merging data constructs. However, this formalism has found limited applicability in industrial solutions so far. In practical usage, engineers have found the use of PLM tools to hold aggrandizement of unrelated functionalities leading to their use without a roadmap, often increasing costs in the delivery of a product (KETIV 2014). Furthermore, the selection of the right PLM vendor for a firm can be a difficult decision due to the varying capabilities offered by each software product and the technology models they are based on, such as on-premise or cloud-based or SaaS-based (Chen 2011).

Although PLM solutions often provide an integrated set of applications that can eliminate a few of the physical data transmission issues within a firm, and also improve communication between data sets, companies will have requirements that may not be fulfilled by this set of integrated applications. Hence, other applications are often used to manage these requirements. Such situations result in “islands of data” within the company (Stark 2015) due to lack of full integration between data sets. The frequent outcome of this is that information that is inter-related in real life may not be inter-related in the software and informatics systems of the firm, thereby enhancing redundancy in data handling, potentially introducing errors and inconsistencies, and ultimately increasing operational costs (Herzig et al. 2014).

### 2.2.2 Design structure matrix

Design structure matrix (DSM) is a method used to organize the design of a physical system and capture flows, interactions, and interdependencies between the elements comprising the system (Steward 1981). It helps relate entities of a given kind, such as parts, to each other (Lindemann 2009). Tang et al. (2010) discuss how DSM can be used to assist designers in predicting the impact of changes on current solutions and their reuse on new projects. DSM modelling is used to carry out product decomposition, identification of interfaces between sub-systems and components in a product, and structure analysis to increase the architectural flexibility and reusability of the design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLM software</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Key customers</th>
<th>Key capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teamcenter</td>
<td>Siemens</td>
<td>Procter &amp; Gamble, BAE Systems, Astrium</td>
<td>BoM management, community collaboration, compliance management, life cycle visualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windchill</td>
<td>PTC</td>
<td>Axeon, John Deere, Xerox</td>
<td>Lightweight design process, cost estimation, direct geometry creation and editing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLM 360</td>
<td>Autodesk</td>
<td>Porex, Greenpoint, Zep Solar</td>
<td>BoM management, change management, ERP integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aras</td>
<td>Aras</td>
<td>Motorola, Lear Corp., Xerox</td>
<td>BoM management, multi-CAD PDM, 3D PDF visualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enovia</td>
<td>Dassault</td>
<td>Jaguar, Boeing, Olympus</td>
<td>Collaborative innovation, digital manufacturing enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optiva</td>
<td>Infor</td>
<td>Henkel, Sypris, RPM International</td>
<td>Consumer-grade user interface, label development, industry-specific functionality (food and beverage, chemicals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFS PLM</td>
<td>IFS</td>
<td>Colfax, Nestle, SAAB</td>
<td>Real-time data, measurement management, spare part management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MasterControl</td>
<td>Master Control</td>
<td>Nelson Laboratories, BioMimetic Therapeutics</td>
<td>Tailored to specific sectors (biotech, pharma, etc.), automated approval workflows, project planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EnterpriseIQ</td>
<td>IQMS</td>
<td>Donnelly Manufacturing, Tessy Plastics</td>
<td>Automated workflows with tracking, integrated machine and processing monitoring, smartphone accessible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arena Cloud PLM</td>
<td>Arena Solutions</td>
<td>SunLink, SiriusXM, Lytro</td>
<td>Central repository for BoMs, cloud-connected content, MCAD, ECAD and ERP integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
understanding of the system, and thereby support decision-making in redesigning and modularizing products (Habib 2014). While a DSM in its basic form is used to understand the interdependencies between entities of the same type, it may also take the form of linking entities of different types, such as relating functions to components. In such a form, it is then called a domain mapping matrix or DMM (Eppinger and Browning 2012). A further development is that of combining DSM and DMM to form a multi-domain matrix, which provides an overall system model.

Attempts have been made to go beyond just looking at interconnectivities by also adding statistical correlation in the DSM, for instance, to look at communication dependencies in product development (Hepperle et al. 2007). The use of social network analysis (SNA) techniques in conjunction with DSMs has been shown to be effective in new product development (Liberati et al. 2007). Yang et al. (2014) identified techniques to improve the effectiveness of using DSMs by taking into account interaction strength to create an “evolution DSM” and “sensitivity DSM”. Two indices, information output time index (IOI) and information receiving time index (IRI), were used to quantify the interactions in terms of refinement of upstream activity and magnitude of coordination and rework of downstream activity if upstream information is changed. As a result of this work, a clustering algorithm for DSMs was proposed that could evaluate the clustering structure based on the interaction strength. This technique was shown to be valuable in designing organization architectures for product development as well. As a management tool, DSM is frequently used in project management to create a representation of the project that takes into account feedback and cyclic task dependencies, thereby improving scheduling and implementation (Danilovic and Browning 2007).

2.2.3 Annotation

Annotation has long been part of engineering practice as a method of communicating about designs in both face-to-face direct interactions and indirect interactions involving sending thoughts and ideas across to stakeholders involved in the product development process (Ding et al. 2009b). Systematic, structured methods of annotation have been proposed such as ones that use markup (Davies and McMahon 2006) followed by organization and manipulation. Further work has recommended the combination of lightweight CAD models together with markup. Various techniques for creating lightweight representations have been proposed. Liu et al. (2015) used algorithms that combined techniques such as components suppression, feature simplification, and hollows seaming to generate lightweight representations. Ding et al. (2009b) developed the Lightweight Model with Multi-layer Annotation (LIMMA) technique for annotating boundary representations (b-rep) of products with the help of a markup language, XML. Ding et al. (2009a) also report the use of Open Archival Information System Reference Model (ISO 14721:2003) in creating annotated representations of both nominal CAD models and lightweight versions using a stand-off technique of layering information that enables markups to be transmitted through the product life cycle independent of the geometry. A number of current approaches that support lightweight representation have been summarized in this work in the form of file format types, which are 3D XML, HSF, JT, PLM XML, PRC, U3D, X3D, and XGL/ZGL. Elsewhere, Song and Chung (2009) report the use of XML data generated using STEP PDM schema and lightweight files created using the use of ACIS kernel with InterOp to create digital mock-ups of disparate CAD models. In summary, while annotation does, to some extent, support multiple viewpoints and changing information requirements, it is limited by the restricted structure of annotation data and an inability to annotate aspects of the design, such as functional information, that do not occur in a CAD model.

2.3 Underlying theory for embedding

Embedding has been documented since the 1930s in the mathematics literature (Tompkins 1939). Descriptions of concrete applications are less common but do occur, for example, in the shape computation literature (Stiny 2008). However, methods to enable the robust implementation of embedding for use in real-world applications remains an open research issue (McKay et al. 2012). The ultimate goal of the research reported in this paper is to explore the use of embedding as a way of allowing engineers to associate multiple design structures with a given design, so that they may be used as and when needed.

Methods of formal concept analysis provide a mathematical means to capture conceptual knowledge within a formal framework (Wille 1992). Lattice theory is one of these methods that can be used to represent concept hierarchies (Wille 2005), where nodes in a lattice represent concepts as sub-concepts and super-concepts (Bělohlávek 2004). In this research, the nodes in a lattice are used to represent parts in a BoM to enable the exploitation of two properties of lattices. First, for a given collection of parts, there is a complete lattice that contains every possible combination of parts (i.e., every possible BoM). Second, given two BoMs, there is a unique biggest lattice (the supremum) that contains both and a unique smallest part (the infimum) that is part of both (Grätzér 2011).

The mapping of shape grammars into graph grammars with an inherent embedding that exploits the multi-dimensional nature of the data structure provided by graphs has previously been shown to be able to generate an alternative
representation of shapes enabling visual computations (Grasl and Economou 2011). Graph grammars have also been used to generate a computational and parameterized product model that can encapsulate function structures in a viewpoint-independent manner (Helms et al. 2009). Further, it has been illustrated that a graph-based design language together with a design compiler can be used to translate abstract geometry in an abstract representation scheme into an ad hoc target format (Schmidt and Rudolph 2016). This work further exploits the use of graph grammars in design informatics to illustrate the use of lattice structures, which are essentially graphs, in embedding bills of materials.

2.3.1 Lattice theory

The relevance of lattices as representation schemes for the geometrical modelling of shapes is discussed in a number of early works such as Stouffs (1994) and March (1996). Lattices are appropriate for representing design structures such as BoMs because they are partial order sets in which any two elements have a unique greatest lower bound (also called ‘meet’ and denoted as ‘∧’) and a unique least upper bound (also called ‘join’ and denoted as ‘∨’) (Cameron 1994). The presence of partial order in lattices is useful as it establishes a one-to-one correspondence with the structure in typical product definitions, which consist of parts (sub-assemblies and components), thereby establishing a hierarchy where multiple parts may be present at a specific level of abstraction or design definition.

According to Freese (2013), a lattice \( P = (P, \leq) \) comprises a set \( P \) and a partial order relation \( \leq \) on \( P \). A unique smallest relation, \( \prec \), exists on \( P \) that is called as the cover. A lattice can be represented as a ‘Hasse diagram’, which is a diagram of the acyclic graph \((P, \prec)\) where the edges are straight line segments, such that for two elements \( a \) and \( b \) in \( P \), where \( a \prec b \), the vertical coordinate for \( a \) is less than that of \( b \) (Cameron 1994).

In this research, a “complete lattice” is defined as one that contains every possible combination of individual parts in the product’s life cycle. All subsets of the complete lattice have a join as well as a meet. An example of a complete lattice for a product consisting of five parts, \( A, B, C, D, \) and \( E \) is shown as a Hasse diagram in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the nodes of the lattice represent combinations of parts taken ‘\( n \)’ at a time at each level ‘\( n \)’. It may be noted that a total of \( 2^n \) nodes are required to generate the \( n \)-hypercube lattice for ‘\( n \)’ parts. A specific BoM can be seen to be a sub-set of this lattice that is generated by selecting specific nodes in the complete lattice. This set inclusion property is referred to as a BoM being “embedded” in the complete lattice in this work.

Table 4 illustrates examples of sub-lattices for specific BoMs. It may be noted that the complete lattice provides a space of aggregations of parts, from which parts can be reinterpreted (e.g. a sub-assembly can be dissolved to be considered as a part) or alternative nodes selected, to create new BoMs. This exploits the idea of using embedding of shapes to redefine parts on the fly presented by Stiny (2011). Hence, all possible BoMs can be seen to be embedded in the complete lattice.

For a product with a specific number of parts, it is feasible to construct lattice representations of all possible BoMs. Table 5 shows the different possible configurations for a five-part product. By constructing these lattice configurations, the algorithms required to embed these configurations within the complete lattice were then developed, as the process of embedding involves mapping the nodal configurations of these sub-lattices onto that of the complete lattice.

2.3.2 Qualitative data analysis techniques

Qualitative data analysis techniques enable a systematic search for meaning in data using tools such as method of constant comparison, keywords-in-context, classical content analysis, domain analysis, taxonomic analysis and componential analysis (Leech and Onwuegbuzie 2007). Qualitative methods are useful where the understanding of a particular product or process depends on detailed information and the available data are non-numeric such as textual data or images (Bazeley and Jackson 2013). Several software tools such as HyperRESEARCH, MAXqda, NVivo, QDAMiner,
Qualrus, Transana and Weft QDA enable the use of qualitative methods and are primarily centred around providing constructs that help in interpreting and managing data (Corti 2008). These tools usually have a few common features such as (1) importing documents with text data (e.g. TXT, PDF, DOC, HTML file formats), (2) hierarchical tree for characterizing text data with character level coding, (3) retrieving coded information, (4) statistics on coded text, (5) quick text search through an assortment of documents, (6) querying using Boolean operators that integrate coding and search results, (7) identifying and evaluating coding patterns, and (8) export to external file formats such as HTML and CSV (Lewis 2004). To use these tools to support embedding, unstructured attributes need to associate with engineering information available as shape models, free-form text, and images. A systematic way of enabling this association using the commercial qualitative analysis software NVivo was developed within this research, which is discussed in the following sections.

### Table 4  Lattices for different product structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product structure</th>
<th>Lattice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Lattice Diagram 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Lattice Diagram 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 Methodology

A software prototype, StrEmbed-3, was built that parses a STEP AP214 file, generates a complete lattice corresponding to the components parts of the product in this file, embeds the BoM corresponding to the file in this complete lattice and, finally, allows alternative BoMs to be defined in terms of the complete lattice. StrEmbed-3 is available online at Chau (2017). For example, if an assembly from a CAD file represents a view as designed, additional BoMs could be created to represent the same product in its “as built”, “as shipped”, or “as in service” forms. StrEmbed-3 was used in experiments to generate BoMs for a case study robotic arm, defined in Sect. 4.1.

To demonstrate embedding using qualitative data analysis, a small, desk-based case study was developed that could be used both to communicate the potential value of embedding to end users and to evaluate the feasibility of implementing embedding using currently available techniques. To this end, a robot was selected as the case study because robotic systems incorporate complexities...
arising from multiple design perspectives, and associated structures in relatively small systems. The engineering scenario used was based on two iterations of the robot, one where the success criterion was collision avoidance, and a second where this criterion changed to following a guide line. The case study is defined in Sect. 4.2. The selection of this case study was done from a past real-world situation and this ensured independence between the case study, which reflects the engineering problem, and technical solution principles. Results from experiments with annotated, lightweight CAD models and NVivo are reported in Sect. 5.2 and compared with evaluations of design structure matrices.

4 Case studies

The two case studies that were used to identify and illustrate the benefits of embedding are discussed below. The first case study involves a robotic arm, where BoMs are represented as lattices and then altered to create new representations, while the second case study involves a collision avoidance robot, whose design has to be changed for a new situation.

4.1 Robotic arm: representation and alteration of BoMs

A case study of a robotic arm assembly, adapted from Zortrax (2016), was used to demonstrate the feasibility of using lattice structures in representing and embedding BoMs. The arm was 3D printed and assembled into a working robot, using SolidWorks models and STL files available from the manufacturer. The arm was manufactured using an Objet1000 3D printer using the material ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene). Two different BoMs, engineering and purchasing, were parsed from their STEP files and then embedded in the complete lattice using StrEmbed-3. Figure 3a shows the CAD model of the arm annotated using open-source viewer, eDrawings, Fig. 3b shows the fabricated and assembled robot, while Fig. 4 shows the engineering and purchasing BoMs. Finally, StrEmbed-3 was used to create a shipping BoM from the engineering BoM, for a simplified five-part robot.

4.2 Collision avoidance robot: change management

The user scenario considered in this study involves a robot with a two-wheel drive, shown in Fig. 5. The robot was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configurations →</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of arcs in lattice from infimum to supremum ↓</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image14.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image15.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image16.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Different possible BoM structures viewed as lattices (for a product with five parts)
originally designed to navigate a specified area while avoiding collision with obstacles. Subsequently, it participated in a competition where the goal was to follow a white track and return to the starting point indicated by a magnet. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that there is no direct relationship between the design requirements and the physical design. As a result, if a design requirement changes, expert human intervention is needed to determine the impact of the change on the...
product itself and, therefore, downstream processes such as manufacturing. For these reasons, Rinderle and Suh (1982) identified a need for mappings between representations of a design in both functional and physical domains to help interpret functional couplings. In this study, we show how, by relating design requirements and a function structure to each other, the relationships needed to support design decisions become available. After creating the necessary design structures, as discussed below, the qualitative data analysis tool NVivo was then used to build these mappings within a single project and this approach was then contrasted with a current technique of managing design changes using DSMs.

4.2.1 A function structure for the robot

Function structures were built by breaking down the robot’s overall function into sub-functions. For the collision avoidance robot, a function structure has been created as shown in Fig. 6. The overall function of the robot is to navigate from a start position ‘A’ to a target end position ‘B’, while avoiding obstacles. Assembly mating conditions connecting the components are necessary to create the assembled robot.

The basic function of navigation is implemented by supplying electric power from batteries. This power is converted to rotation of the shafts of the direct current (DC) motors. The motion of the shaft is transmitted to the axle connecting the wheels of the robot after passing through a gearbox with a specific transmission ratio. While this is the basic function, the robot also needs to avoid collisions. To achieve this, it collects data from proximity sensors and micro-feeler switches. These data are integrated and analysed to determine whether or not there is an obstacle on the path. A collision-free path is thus determined and used to navigate the robot. It may be noted that building the function structure in Fig. 6a required relationships to the physical domain (in the form of the exploded assembly shown in Fig. 6b). This kind of mapping between domains is key to any design process (Kim et al. 1991) and this example shows how the presence of relevant design structures can assist this process.

It is noteworthy that the design of the robot was driven by the overall functional requirement of collision avoidance. Other sub-functions such as navigation were then analysed to determine what parts would make up the robot. Proximity sensors and micro-feeler switches are provided to achieve the function of collision avoidance. The motors and batteries are there to move the robot on the floor. The gearbox is present to provide a transmission ratio. It is an internal assembly and not visible in the exploded view shown, and hence not labelled, but you can see it in the BoM shown in Fig. 7. The function structure and exploded parts (BoM) are linked, and hence have relationships with each other.

4.2.2 Bill of materials for the robot

The robot was decomposed into its engineering BoM as shown in Fig. 7. Note that although wires and fasteners are included in the BoM, they are not always considered a part of the CAD model and, as a result, may not feature in the same. In particular, wires are usually not rigid elements and, hence, are often omitted from 3D CAD models.
Fig. 6 Function structure for the collision avoidance robot: a relates to the individual components in the exploded view of the assembly shown in b.

(a) Collect data from proximity sensors
Integrate data from sensors and feelers
Analyze data
Determine collision free path
Navigate from A to B
Supply electric power from batteries
Convert electricity to rotation of shaft of motors
Transmit motion to gearbox
Transmit motion to wheels with specific transmission ratio

(b) Micro feeler switch
Proximity sensor
Printed circuit board
Battery casing
Hexagonal post
Motor mount
Supporting base
Wheel
Axle
Motors

Fig. 7 Physical structure of the robot's engineering BoM
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4.2.3 Relationships between the design structures

The four different definitions for the robot design (requirements, function structure, shape model, and BoM) were mapped to each other as shown in Fig. 8. The top half shows how requirements are related to the function structure while the bottom half illustrates how the shape model is related to the bill of materials. In mathematical terms, this kind of mapping can be classified as an embedding of one definition within another (Stiny 2008). The mapping is injective (inset in Fig. 8) and structure preserving. It represents a topological isomorphism between two sets and is a continuous function with a continuous inverse. Such a function preserves distinctness in the sense that every element in the co-domain of the function has only at the most one image in the domain (Bartle 1964).

4.2.4 CAD lightweight experiment

The experiments with a lightweight CAD model used a SolidWorks model that was exported as a 3DXML file and imported to eDrawings, a free SolidWorks viewer provided by Dassault Systèmes. Different annotated markups were created showing individual components of the robot, and NVivo was used to incorporate image files of the BoM and function structure. These annotations were exported and stored as .markup files, for later use within eDrawings. The lightweight model together with the markups was also separately stored as a *.easm file. This approach makes it feasible to send markup files to project collaborators, with change details mentioned, without having to send an entire CAD model through, making change management a fast and visual process. The markup file can be used with any lightweight model derived from the original model, but is useful only if the absolute locations of the individual components have not been altered: the markup file has no intelligence about the CAD model from which it was generated. Functional information was captured by annotating relevant parts of the lightweight model using free-form text. Images of the annotated model were imported within NVivo to implement embedding.

5 Results

Results from applying the different approaches to embedding to the case studies are reported in this section.
5.1 Embedding using lattice structures

Lattices for the two BoMs for the robotic arm were generated using an earlier software prototype StrEmbed-1 (Chau 2016) and visualized using a lattice visualization software, LatDraw (Freese 2013), yielding the results shown in Fig. 9.

As the engineering BoM has more parts than the purchasing BoM, the Hasse diagram for the engineering BoM lattice (Fig. 9a) has more overlapping nodes (5) compared to the purchasing BoM (2) (Fig. 9b). The overlapping of labels in the engineering BoM is also higher than in the purchasing BoM. It may also be noted that the purchasing BoM is not
a sub-set of the engineering BoM, as it has two additional sub-assemblies in fasteners and electronics assembly, which were not present in the CAD model of the robot and hence, did not show up in the engineering BoM.

Attempts to create new design definitions using StrEmbed-3 to first embed a given design definition in a complete lattice (simplified to 5 parts) in Fig. 11. It may be noted, however, that only the assembly structure is altered by the developed software prototypes; the physical locations of the parts are changed using CAD software. The use of the complete lattice to create new BoMs can be achieved by addressing user interaction challenges, such as those discussed by Pattison and Ceglar (2014). Based on the individual nodes selected by the user at the instant of creating a new BoM, only the feasible ones are then available for further selection. This type of dynamic generation of BoMs requires updating a linked list dynamically within the code while at the same time handling the visualization effects on the user’s display interface. This functionality was tested in StrEmbed-3, using both a command line interface and within the StrEmbed-3 graphical user interface (GUI), which was successfully used to generate new product structures.

5.2 Embedding using a qualitative data analysis tool

In this section, techniques used for the second case study and the results of using these techniques are discussed. First, the systematic use of NVivo as a qualitative data analysis tool to implement embedding is discussed. Then the use of DSM to carry out change management is analysed.

5.2.1 The implementation of embedding using NVivo

The use of NVivo is illustrated in Fig. 12. Lightweight representations of design definitions created in computer-aided design tools are annotated within the CAD software and then exported as images (Step 1 in figure). The available design structures such as BoMs, assembly mating conditions, and function structures are also generated as separate text or image files. These design representations are then imported within NVivo as “internal sources” (Step 2). Next, nodes representing “design definitions” and “design structures” are created and expanded as sub-nodes to include the parts and sub-assemblies under design definitions and specific design structures (Step 3). Each internal source is then linked to these nodes and sub-nodes by selecting the area of text or image data that specifically links up with a particular node or sub-node (Step 4). Thus, the sections of each source are linked to the specific part or design structure creating a cross-reference. Once this is done, the nodes within the NVivo project have a number of embedded references that are linked to specific parts of the design structures that have been imported (Step 5). This enables people within the organization to easily look up the NVivo project to understand the design in detail and where individual components are located within the product hierarchy in terms of sub-assemblies (Step 6). Furthermore, it enables easy identification of all the components...
and functionalities that would be affected in the event of a design change being implemented.

5.2.2 Results of embedding using NVivo

Image files from the lightweight experiment were imported into NVivo. Nodes representing elements of the design definitions from the case study were created and used to link individual elements of the BoM and function structure to the robot definition. This process enabled the embedding of information from design structures into the design definition so that, if changes to the design were reflected in the imported data, consequences of changes made to the robot design would be visible. Figure 13 shows how multiple design structures were linked up within the NVivo project environment to enable this. Figure 13a shows a screenshot of the project showing nodes representing the definition and design structures in red boxes. The sub-node for the proximity sensor shows three embedded relationships to an engineering BoM (b), an element in function structure (c), and the sensor highlighted by NVivo in an annotated image of the robot (d).

5.2.3 DSM to support change management

A component-based DSM was drawn up for the collision avoidance robot. The new requirement, to complete a loop by tracking a white line on a dark background, was met by placing
a white line sensor on the bottom of the robot. Likewise, the requirement to return to the starting point indicated by a magnet was met using a Hall effect sensor. These additions were wired to the printed circuit board (PCB) assembly so that their outputs could be used in the logic required to meet the new requirements. This led to the DSM for the ‘follow the line’ robot in Fig. 14. The shaded columns/rows in blue are additional for the ‘follow the line’ robot and the green boxes are the new interdependencies vis-à-vis the collision avoidance robot. It may be noted that sub-assemblies not involved in the change are shown as parts in this figure and fasteners are omitted in the illustration.

6 Discussion

6.1 Lattices for embedding: pros and cons

The results of implementing the software prototype for lattice generation of individual BoMs and complete lattices with all possible combinations of parts show that, for a given assembly, it is feasible to embed new design structures into a complete lattice generated from the original assembly. However, there is a limitation on the dimensionality of the hypercube lattices that can be optimized for visualization using both the in-house software developed at Leeds, StrEmbed-3, and external software.
programs such as LatDraw, which can currently only display up to 7-hypercube lattices without overlapping nodes. In addition, the computational time needed to generate large lattices grows exponentially with the number of parts in the assembly, making it impractical to generate whole complete lattices. Two avenues for further research are, therefore, to explore ways in which users might limit the number of parts of interest, for example, using methods such as holophraxis from human–computer interaction (Ashford et al. 2011), or to be more parsimonious when generating the complete lattice so that only sub-lattices of potential interest are computed. Eventually, the lattice structure can simply serve as a background data structure, with only tree edits performed by the user that are visualized to carry out the necessary design changes. Another strategy to address computational complexity in complex products could be to use high-performance computing (HPC) tools (Hager and Wellein 2010) in generating and manipulating product structures using lattices.
Lattice drawing (LatDraw) is based on a combination of mathematical rank function to determine the height of the elements in the lattice and a modification of the forces method of graph theory (Freese 2013). The use of the force method involves applying a strong repulsive force to the nodes followed by a strong attractive force and finally balanced forces. In addition, each node in the diagram can be manually pulled horizontally to emphasize a certain structure that a user desires. Each node can also be pulled vertically to the extent that partial orders in the diagram are not changed. While this approach is useful in generating static lattices, dynamically generated lattices need better programming approaches.

The purchasing BoM did not have a complete CAD model associated with it; for example, it had electronic components and fasteners which had not been designed by the manufacturer. The absence of these components meant that there were two solutions: (1) create a new CAD model for the purchasing BoM, or (2) generate the lattice file manually. Furthermore, the absence of fasteners in the CAD model meant that the number and type of fasteners had to be manually interpreted. Typically, in many industrial designs, mechanical and electronic components may be designed in separate environments. Hence, a single STEP file may not be readily available for use within the developed prototypes. Furthermore, large products in firms may often create situations where different sub-assemblies may be modelled separately. So, even if all the components are of one type, such as mechanical, it may not be feasible to bring them together to generate a singular definition, which can then be exported into a readily interpretable file format such as STEP AP214. The purchasing BoM highlighted the need to accommodate such practicalities in developing a solution for embedding.

6.2 Comparison of the approaches to management of design information

To analyse the pros and cons of embedding using qualitative data analysis, change management using a conventional design structure matrix approach was contrasted with (a) the use of qualitative data analysis (QDA) tools, and (b) lattice structures. Table 6 captures the key differences in these approaches as mapped against typical requirements for design reuse and change. The requirements against which the comparisons were done were identified through a survey of the latest state of the art in engineering change management.

The addition of two new components to the robot resulted in eight new interdependencies to be analysed. However, despite analysing these interdependencies, there were issues with reusing the original design. The DSM analysis did not reveal an important functional aspect of adding the white line sensor. The white line sensor had to be placed at an optimal distance on the bottom of the supporting base to maintain a specific clearance from the ground that enabled it to detect the white track. This functional requirement could have been captured by embedding a new function structure for the ‘follow the line’ robot within the design definition and/or an annotated CAD model within the NVivo project file, which is linked to individual parts affected by this requirement (Fig. 15). DSM does not have a framework to do this unless a domain mapping matrix (DMM) had been used that could relate components to functions. However, the implementation of embedding achieved its goal of allowing potential benefits to be evaluated. One such important benefit of embedding, if implemented effectively, is that it allows shape models to be used to mediate different design structures that have been created and are used for different purposes. This could provide significant improvements for the planning and management of change management processes because managers would be able to visualize the impacts of changes. It may be noted that while lattice structures provide a method to agglomerate all possible product structures within a single visual representation, they do not yet provide the ability to integrate functional information seamlessly. Hence, integrating QDA tools together with lattices could provide the necessary means to ensure that most of the decisions that product data management necessitates can be facilitated using embedding.

7 Conclusions

The results from the experiments on embedding using lattice structures and qualitative data analysis tools indicate the feasibility of allowing engineers to associate multiple design structures with a given design. It was illustrated that lattice theory can be used as an underlying formalism for this purpose while tools like NVivo provide a unified space where multiple structures can be aggregated and linked to the relevant design definitions. Although there are established representations for BOMs available in the literature, they are not embeddable within design definitions such as CAD models because of inconsistencies across the underlying meta-models. Hence, current representations do not provide the ability to minimize duplication across design definitions within a firm or to enhance integration of CAD data between different divisions of a firm.

We have demonstrated that it is possible to represent and visualize a BoM as a lattice, and embed a given lattice into a complete lattice generated from the same assembly model. Using lattices, multiple BOMs can be embedded to a given number of design definitions thereby enabling a designer to implement and manage changes more robustly. In addition, alternate valid product structures can be easily generated from the lattice representation. Tools to enable the creation
Table 6: Comparison of techniques used in implementing design reuse and change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change management requirements</th>
<th>Design structure matrix</th>
<th>Embedding using QDA tools</th>
<th>Embedding using lattice structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ease of creation/implementation</td>
<td>High for few components but decreases for complex assemblies</td>
<td>Facilitated by creation of new nodes corresponding to new parts and removal of old nodes corresponding to old parts; requires time to set up for initial product but easy to implement changes</td>
<td>Requires interpretation of CAD files; lattice generation time fast for small number of parts, but increases rapidly for larger number. Altering product structures to carry out design changes shown to be feasible in this study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for automated visualization of changes</td>
<td>Moderate; DSMs do not usually carry change information but such a feature may be supported by writing programs that highlight new parts and connections</td>
<td>High; immediate snapshot of changes visible within project file; supports importing annotated design changes and function structures</td>
<td>Physical product structure changes can be implemented, but technique to illustrate the changes not yet available. Embedding of function structures is not immediately evident using this approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data management issues arising from solution</td>
<td>Leads to a new definition which needs storage and management</td>
<td>Creates limited unified definitions which are easy to manage</td>
<td>Lattice provides a tool to agglomerate different product structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of interpretation</td>
<td>Need to look-up each combination; cumbersome for large matrices</td>
<td>Easy to interpret as multiple design structures are available within same definition</td>
<td>Visual interpretation of parts and sub-assemblies; large number of parts requires tree editing operations for ease of interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for change validation</td>
<td>Requires validation of new matrix to be done for all new elements</td>
<td>Easy validation as embedded data will throw exceptions for non-physical change</td>
<td>Product structure changes easily validated as the lattice only allows valid new product definitions, e.g. a single part may not be part of multiple sub-assemblies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to query revised design for implications of changes</td>
<td>Depends on number and complexities of changes implemented; only small changes may be easy to query and resolve</td>
<td>Enables querying by linking text to design definition; integrates cross-departmental design structures leading to smooth change approval</td>
<td>Lattices by themselves do not provide the ability to query designs for implications of changes—integration with QDA tools necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capturing hidden functional information</td>
<td>Possible but needs adding by engineers during matrix creation</td>
<td>Provides framework for embedding hidden design data</td>
<td>Lattices do not provide this ability yet; integration with QDA tools necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling reuse of design definition data</td>
<td>New matrices need to be created for each change request and existing connections may need revalidation</td>
<td>Simple and easy to reuse—nodes can be removed and new nodes added; new sources can be easily imported within existing project file</td>
<td>Simple and easy to reuse—nodes in lattices can be selected and de-selected to create new definitions; lattices can be re-initiated with a different number of parts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of new BoMs by selecting paths through the complete lattice have been tested. Challenges at this stage involve finding ways to generate new BoMs dynamically from a complete lattice and overcoming the issues related to visualization of large lattices.

This study has also demonstrated that current methods for reusing design definitions, such as DSM, become limited when the granularity of design definitions increase. Furthermore, with rapidly reducing product life cycles, to stay competitive, product development companies need to be able to implement design changes quickly and reliably, ensuring that consequences of a change have been considered. Current matrix-based techniques can enable this, but with high storage requirements of complex designs and their definitions, it becomes costly to maintain multiple digital definitions of the same product in different parts of the company. Embedding design structures within a smaller collection of design definitions provides a potential solution by allowing shape models to mediate across design structures. Furthermore, capturing functional information, and relating it to design definitions, is critical for designing. The example of the gap between the white line sensor and the ground provides a simple example of how shape models such as 3D CAD files alone provide insufficient information for future designers.

This paper has reported research based on two design case studies and explored the potential benefits of embedding using a new software prototype based on lattices and a currently available qualitative data analysis software tool. The results illustrate that embedding offers significant advantages regarding change visualization and validation, data management, interpretation, querying, incorporation of hidden functionalities, design reuse, and automation of change management. However, to realize this potential, significant further work is needed on the implementation of embedding and its integration with existing design solutions. Techniques such as geometric hashing can facilitate pattern discovery in BoMs and matching them to store them in a minimal space. Resolving different data structures in multi-CAD environments is essential to handling multiple design structures simultaneously. Furthermore, new approaches to embedding of function structures are needed to build a robust architecture for faster and reliable new product development.
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Appendix

Definitions of some key terms used in this paper are given below.

Design definition: A design definition is a representation that defines the design of a product. Examples are 2D shape drawings on paper or computer, 3D models as physical prototypes or as a visual representation on computer, and pictures of a product or its prototype.

Design structure: A design structure is an artificial sense-making device used to make physical artefacts (or their definitions) easier to use in engineering processes. Examples are bills of materials, shape grammars, assembly mating conditions, and function structures.

Design model: A design model is a prototype of the design of a product, typically as a 3D representation in either physical or virtual form, either scaled or of nominal dimensions.
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